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How the nuclear force is rooted in the fundamental theory of QCD?
Lattice QCD determination of

nuclear and hyperon forces

Noriyoshi Ishii
Reserach Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University

December 9, 2015

The aim of nuclear physics is to understand various properties of atomic
nuclei based on the nucleonic degrees of freedom, where the nuclear force
serves as the fundamental interaction. Enormous effort has been devoted
to studies of the nuclear force, after the meson-exchange mechanism was
proposed by H. Yukawa [1]. Today, thousands of experimental NN scattering
data are available. They are used for a phenomenological determination of
the nuclear force. Now, there are several high precision realistic nuclear forces
available [2], all of which are able to describe the experimental NN scattering
data in many channels simultaneously with χ2/ndf ∼ 1.

In the meson-exchange picture, the nuclear force is generated by virtual
exchanges of massive mesons. The mechanism employed here is a generaliza-
tion the Coulomb force in quantum electrodynamics which is generated by
the virtual exchange of massless photon. The structure of the nuclear force
is much more complicated than the Coulomb force. This is because varieties
of mesons are involved from a wide range of mass spectrum with different
spin and isospin quantum numbers [3].
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Figure 2. Chiral two-, three- and four nucleon forces through next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order
(N3LO) (see, e.g., [37, 41, 2] ). Dashed lines represent pion exchanges between nucleons. The large
solid circles, boxes and diamonds represent vertices that are proportional to low-energy constants
(LECs) of the theory (see text).

uncertainties that result from working at a given chiral order [34, 35, 36]. This is especially useful
since issues relating to the regularization and renormalization of these interactions remain (see, e.g.,
Refs. [2, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] and Sec. 4.4).

2.2 The Similarity Renormalization Group

Renormalization group methods are a natural companion to the hierarchy of EFTs for the strong
interaction. They provide the means to systematically dial the resolution scales and cuto↵s of these
theories, and this makes it possible, at least in principle, to connect the di↵erent levels in our
hierarchy of EFTs. The RGs also expand the diagnostic toolkit for assessing the inherent consistency
of EFT power counting schemes, e.g., by tracing the enhancement or suppression of specific operators,
or by identifying important missing operators.

In nuclear many-body theory, the SRG has become the method of choice. In contrast to Wilsonian
RG [52], which is based on decimation, i.e., integrating out high-momentum degrees of freedom,
SRGs decouple low- and high-momentum physics using continuous unitary transformations. Note
that this concept is not limited to RG applications: we can construct transformations that adapt a
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• Chiral EFT allows to construct electroweak currents 
consistently with the chiral potential

Electroweak interactions

 j =
A

∑
i=1
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jij +
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∑
k<j<i=1

jijk + . . .
γ, W±, Z0 γ, W±, Z0

+
N N

N N

N N

N N

+
…

To describe: 
➡ Electroweak form-factors 
➡ Gamow-Teller ME (  decays) 
➡ Magnetic moments 
➡ Radiative/weak captures 
➡ Electroweak response functions

β
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i a†
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truncation in  

✓ Polynomial scaling 
with  (predictions for 
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Longitudinal response
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∫
 

Rμν(ω, q) = ∑
f

⟨Ψ |J†
μ |Ψf⟩⟨Ψf |Jν |Ψ⟩δ(E0 + ω − Ef )

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; PRL 127 (2021) 7, 072501

Lorentz Integral Transform + Coupled Cluster (LIT-CC)

Consistent treatment of final state 
interactions.

dσ
dωdq e

= σM(υLRL + υT RT)



Longitudinal response 40Ca

40Ca

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; PRL 127 (2021) 7, 072501

First ab-initio results for 
many-body system of  

40 nucleons

40Ca

10

✓ Coupled cluster singles & doubles 
✓ Two different chiral Hamiltonians 
✓ Uncertainty from LIT inversion

Lorentz Integral Transform + Coupled Cluster (LIT-CC)



➡ This allows to predict electron-nucleus 
cross-section 

➡ Currently only 1-body current

Transverse response
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2-body currents important for 4He  
 more correlations needed? 
 2-body currents strength depends on 

nucleus?

→
→

dσ
dωdq e

= σM(υLRL + υTRT)
JES, B. Acharya,  S. Bacca, G. Hagen;  

PRC 109 (2024) 2, 025502
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4He spectral function

growing q momentum transfer  final state interactions play minor role→
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q
σ ∝ |ℳ |2 S(E, p)

Factorized interaction vertex 
(relativistic, pion 

production…)

Spectral function - 
nuclear information

Scattering 
off   4He

JES, S. Bacca, G. Hagen, T. Papenbrock Phys.Rev.C 106 (2022) 3, 034310



16O spectral function
Error propagation to cross sections

growing q momentum transfer  final state interactions play minor role→

q

FSI

Phenomenological optical potential
Ep+q → Ep+q + ReU(tkin)

E. D. Cooper et al.  Phys.Rev.C 47, 297–311 
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Scattering 
off   16O

JES , S. Bacca, Phys.Rev.C 109 044314



• Only a single low-
momentum 16O dataset 
available 

• Dominated by  (2-
body currents would 
affect the region above 
QE peak)

RL

16O cross section
LIT-CC vs SF+FSI

P R E L IM
I NA RY

MULTINUCLEON  
KNOCKOUT (2P2H)
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Experimental data
Electron scattering @MAMI

Luca Doria, JGU Mainz 16

Kinematics

MAMI
JLab
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Electron scattering @MAMI
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MAMI
JLab

Luca Doria, JGU Mainz NuSTEC Workshop, Mar 2021 11

Target

� Waterfall target is established equipment of A1. 

� Measurement without background from target walls. 

� Hydrogen background subtracted using sophisticated simulations. 

� Luminosity of 4·1035/cm2/s at 20μA.

In the near future: Oxygen and Argon

Window-less targets: backgrounds reduction 
Exclusive measurements possible

Waterfall target Cluster-jet Target

Future targets: 16O, 40Ar
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16O spectral function
Error propagation to cross sections

• Comparison 
with T2K long 
baseline  
oscillation 
experiment 

•  events 

• Spectral 
function 
implemented 
into NuWro 
MC generator

ν

CC0π

D
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a:
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02
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νμ +16 O → μ− + X

17 JES , S. Bacca, Phys.Rev.C 109 044314



Outlook

• Extension of the formalism to neutrino responses and 40Ar 

• Role played by 2-body currents in LIT-CC predictions 

• More robust uncertainty quantification: Bayesian analysis of 
nuclear responses 

• Spectral function (accounting for FSI, 2-body currents)



Thank you for attention!
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• Spectral reconstruction using expansion in 
Chebyshev polynomials + building histograms 

• Uncertainty sources: 

✓  

✓ Kernel’s width 

K(ω, σ) =
N

∑
k=0

ck(σ)Tk(ω)

Λ

16O spectral function

21



Lorentz Integral Transform (LIT)
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Sμν(σ, q) = ∫ dωK(ω, σ)Rμν(ω, q) = ⟨Ψ |J†

μ K(ℋ − E0, σ) Jν |Ψ⟩

Lorentzian kernel:  
 KΛ(ω, σ) =

1
π

Λ
Λ2 + (ω − σ)2

continuum spectrum

∫
 

Rμν(ω, q) = ∑
f

⟨Ψ |J†
μ |Ψf⟩⟨Ψf |Jν |Ψ⟩δ(E0 + ω − Ef )

 has to be inverted to get access to Sμν Rμν

Integral  
transform



Longitudinal response 40Ca

Sum over multipoles Underlying oscillator frequency

Inversion
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Chiral expansion for 40Ca
(Electromagnetic responses)

✓ Two orders of chiral expansion 
✓ Convergence better for lower q (as 

expected) 
✓ Higher order brings results closer to the 

data

B. Acharya, S. Bacca, JES et al. Front. Phys. 1066035(2022)
JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; arXiV: 2310.03109
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Electromagnetic responses 40Ca

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; PRL 127 (2021) 7, 072501

✓ CC singles & doubles 

✓ two different chiral 
Hamiltonians 

✓ inversion procedure

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; arXiV: 2310.03109

dσ
dωdq e

= σM(υLRL + υTRT)
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